Nevertheless, the e-mai1 facility that the Internet allows is, on the whole, beneficial as far as the dissemination and growth of infbrmation and knowledge is concerned. It is much faster than postal services and unlike the telephone it does not require the recipient to be present at the time of sending, Answerphones, though usefu1, are not an adequate alternative.
It has the huge advantage that the same message, or request for information, can be sent simultaneou'sly to a large number of people in the expectation that.at least one will respond with the answer wanted.
Experts may, however, find this a nuisance if they get too many requests, especially from schoolchildren undertaking `tprojects".
Unfortunately, e-mail has also raised a new barrier. Many newsletters that were previously printed and distributed free are now distributed only as attachments to e-mails.
As a result those who do not have access to e-mail facilities are deprived of an infbrmation source that once they had, In industrial countries libraries provide access for the poor to e-mail and the Internet generally, In general, this is not so in the poorer developing countries, Fbrtunately, even in the poorest countries, there are some organizations which have acquired or been donated means to access the Internet, though without back-up electrical generators there mab; be problems from time to time of power supply. Among such organizations are hospitals and universities. R]r these arrangernents are being made by UN and some professional bodies in industrial countries to provide free on-line access to publications. One huge advantage of the Internet is that the cost of providing access to one more customer is trivial.
Quality Problems
When we turn to the question of the value and reliability of infermation sources accessed through the Internet, interesting questions arise, especially if we try to compare these aspects with access to equi"alent sources by more traditional means.
For this it can be helpfu1 to divide the use of the Internet into its three basic modes:
(a) person to person, whether one to one or one to many; (b) person to known websitei and (c) person to Search Engine.
In the first case the situation is no dfferent from when one is seeking information by letter or telephone. This applies whether the infbrrnation sought or gained via e-mail, Discussion Groups or Bulletin Boards, In each case one is getting infbrmation from individuals and one simply uses one]s own judgement of the knowledge and reliability of those individuals.
In the second case one has to rely on the website but here too one's experience comes into play, If the website is that of a distinguished professional body one would accept what one finds just as one would information it had put out in print, So one would do also with a newspaper:s . One judges what one finds on a website by the reputation of its owner High calibre scientific journals submit new research papers to the peer review process, but even this is not infallible. Errors are revealed by subsequent research and the correct results then published. Searching for a subsequent paper in printed journals is greatly assisted by Citation Indexes. One hopes these will continue at leest until searching electronic publications by key words in context or by citations is proven to be at Ieast as eMcient, It is when one uses a Search Engine that problems may arise. These Engines do not validate infbrmation. They do not institute any process of peer review. They simply search fbr terms in all the stored text in computers to which they have access and many people and organizatiens have made a vast mass of information, ideas and beliefs arvailable to those who search the Net, ' One could argue that a vast mass has similarly been made available in books and journal articles but in these cases there has usually been a rneasure of control. Publishers have always been wary and even if peer review has not been instituted their editors have been watchful.
Self publishing is expensive and thus the amount of nonsense published in conventional format is limited. The Internet, on the other hand, allows publishing at very small cost and as a result not only sound material is published but also, sadly, a great deal of material of dubious validity, A search for ipformation rarely reveals who is the source of the information accessed. Those who search need to be wary and when there is need try to establish some way of checking the reliability of the answer. generally clarify exactly what sort of information they need, in what form and how they can get it most eMciently so that they can provide clear input to publishers, professional societies, infbr]nation professionals and others who will be involved in the Internet-based publishing chain.
As is only too well known, the traditional system of printed journals has become less and less eMcient and more and more cumbersome and expensive as the amount of research has grown, It has also become messy. In the second half of the 20th century, the normal pattern of publishing has been first a Note to Nature fbllowed in due course by the fu11 paper in a journal, Later still an abstract appeared in one or more abstracting journals and in on-line services. Tracking infbrmation was getting more and rnore diMcult. Apart frem the delays between submitting a paper and its appearance in print, and the in- 
Archiving
In general I am optimistic that as problems arise from increasing dependence on the Internet and access to sites researchers will find answers.
One project to tackle some of the questions is already underway known as the Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI), One approach it is examining is the creation of new, non-copyright journals, Another is selfiarchiving.
However, there is one major anxiety in my mind which has arisen already in the case of on-line abstracting servi ¢ e$. It is that only a limited retrospective data-base has been stored. When one attempted to search back in on-line data-bases one often found that only about 20 years retrospective entries were stored.
Fbr earlier entries one had to use the printed abstracting journals, That was not very serious because the printed issues existed, stored in big national It macy be that the national libraries or some other organizations of guaranteed permanence should be required to accept the role of storing archivally records of research. Other than printing paper copies atid distributing them to several such centres, it is diMcult to see at this stage what reliable system can be set up. One hopes that the BOAI will see a wacy forward. Until one is found, the learned and professional societies must be urged to maintain their printed journals as a service to their members, archival copies being deposited in national and academic libraries. 
